THE WORLD’S MOST INTELLIGENT STORAGE
For mission-critical apps

HPE PRIMERA
Critical resiliency and performance with the agility of the cloud

"HPE is melding the simplicity of Nimble Storage, the mission-critical heritage of 3PAR, and the intelligence of InfoSight into a single high performance, highly available, and highly scalable large enterprise storage solution."  
IDC

GLOBAL INTELLIGENCE
Powered by HPE InfoSight, the most advanced AI for infrastructure

ALL-ACTIVE ARCHITECTURE
Enables limitless parallelization with multi-node controllers

SERVICES-CENTRIC OS
Eliminates risk and simplifies management

TIMELESS STORAGE
Transforms the ownership experience

"HPE Primera is a modern high-end platform that brings the cloud experience on-premise while delivering the performance, availability, and scalability needed for mission-critical workloads."  
IDC
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INNOVATE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Learn more at hpe.com/hpe-primera